[Dynamics of the Gamma-Responses Power at 8-second Interval between Facial and Trigger Stimuli Depending on the Success of the Job.]
This work was carried out on the model of cognitive set to facial expression under conditions of high load on working memory by lengthening interval between the facial and triggering stimuli to 8 seconds. The aim of this work was to try to reveal, there is the phenomenon of correspondence between the dynamics of gamma- responses (21-60 Hz) to the facial-stimuli and the real "success" of the job (number of mistakes in performing a task): To do this, we used a different method of estimating the power compared to the wavelet transform, as if it is applied in a previous worksuch a dependending was not revealed. In this paper we analyzed the index of the average amplitude, built in a similar method specific variation to estimate the power of gamma responses (range: gamma1-21-40 and gamma2-41-60 -Hz), which revealed correspondence between patterns of gamma responses and the number of subjects admitted mistakes. The obtained results allow us to consider gamma2-responses to facial stimuli as electrographic correlate of states (the so-called their gamma code) corresponding to the adequacy of real actions of the subject at the test under the same conditions of 8-second interval between the facial and trigger stimuli.